Commonwealth model in 1842

benefit greater if in combination
with natural possible ex. ethology

ideal in fixed, irrevocable ex. when
fluoride for high curves

not feasible & why?

- problem of policy & economics
  - pre-conceived weak type
    - inadequate convergence of performance
    - no contract or fixed determinant
    - always more policy
    - repeated imbalance will require
      to be come a production

5. have a second best solution or repeal
the commonwealth?

4. can we use worker

how can that be achieved?

1) traditional approach = modelling through by
accepting necessity by ex-ante constraints

2) now use concentration approach?
What are the key and central keys in pub or as
in practice

Her common claim:
- formulation of monetary policy
- for the Community as a whole
- long term in which and fundamental

Could we have roles not formulate any practicalities

- a meaning for common monetary
  policy or practical being only
  possible if individual common laws
  became close substitutes;

- otherwise account has to be taken of
  the fractional dominance of the EC

The have practical possibilities for using common
monetary policy as the Euromark for a
Community monetary policy?

What would be the minimum requirements?

Especially of a reform of Union monetary
policy or related euro?

Co-decision making or at best prior
voice of the Euro Committee of Gov.

What institutional questions were left out

Note 2